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Pacifika Rondo (1963) 
Lou Harrison (1917 – 2003) 

Lou Harrison was a vital part of the Santa Cruz and Bay Area cultural scene from the time he 
moved to Aptos in 1948 until his death. His move back to the west coast (he was born in 
Oregon and raised in the Bay Area) was an affirmation of his commitment to create music 
that reflected the cultures bordering the Pacific basin, both Eastern and Californian rather the 
traditional Western cultures across the Atlantic: “Here [Pacifica] you assume you are 
American and are fascinated by Japan and Java and China and all around the Pacific basin." 
Lou's studies and associations with composers known for their unique approaches to music 
encouraged his own search for new inspirations outside of traditional European “classical" 
music. These composers included Arnold Schoenberg, Henry Cowell, John Cage and 
Charles Ives. Lou was a kind and gentle man of boundless energy and curiosity about 
everything who often saw things in a creative, unconventional way. When he wasn't working 
on his own music he worked as a dancer, florist, record clerk, music copyist, playwright, 
music critic, conductor and teacher. He was also a strong advocate for gay rights and an 
exponent of the Esperanto language. Many musicians in Santa Cruz (this author included) 
had their own favorite Lou story. 

Many pieces written by Lou utilized Indonesian gamelan, Asian instruments, or combinations 
of these with traditional western instruments. His partner William Colvig helped him construct 
sets of gamelan-like instruments (Indonesian pitched percussion) that could be tuned in 
different temperaments (especially just intonation) instead of our ubiquitous equal 
temperament tuning. He would write pieces that utilized these instruments. Many of his 
works are for unusual, unconventional combinations of instruments. Pacifika Rondo is written 
for organ, Western flute, piccolo, small fipple flutes (like recorders), miguk p'iri (Korean 
double reed instrument), trombones, celesta, vibraphone, piano, strings, pak (Korean 
wooden clapper), snare drum, bass drum, changgo (Korean hourglass drum), daiko 
(Japanese barrel drum), elephant bells (elephant in motion warning), triangles, maracas, 
gongs, jalataranga (Hindu bowls tuned with water), cheng (Chinese zither), sheng (Chinese 
mouth organ), kayagùm (Korean zither), and male voice screaming. Lou often learned to 
play national folk instruments in the country he was visiting. He would then build his own 
versions when he returned to Aptos. For example, the p'iri is an ancient Korean instrument. 
When Lou built his own version, he used painted Lucite to create a more stable instrument. 
The Koreans now use this version as well as the old and call it the miguk (American) p'iri. 
Pacifika Rondo was written for the University of Hawaii's Festival of Music and Art of this 
Century after Lou's trip to Japan, Korea and Taiwan. This festival brought Asian composers 



together with American composers where they could become acquainted and experiment 
with the combination of different cultures. In 1963 Lou was resident composer for two months 
with the Philippine composer Lucretia R. Kasilag. 
Lou's program note for the premiere included the following: 

“Hawaii is very nearly central in the Pacific Basin, and I have conceived and titled this work 
with that in mind – for I have composed it especially for this festival, and in it I have thought, 
with love, around the circle of Pacifika. Indeed, the form itself is a large round, odd-numbered 
movements being variants of the same kind of music. Musical techniques and styles are 
reflected from Korean and Japanese Court Music, and Chinese chamber music; there is a 
light touch of Mexican, and of Spanish-colonial music, and one intrusion of common 'Atlantic' 
modernism…(I should add, perhaps, that Dolphins are people, who have language, and who 
sensibly use their very large brains only to invent elaborate and good-natured games.)" 

Lou later wrote about the individual movements of Pacifika Rondo: 
“Each movement refers to a section of the Pacific Basin except for the sixth, A Hatred of the 
Filthy Bomb,which is a protest against the bomb and its contamination and destruction of 
Pacific life. The Family of the Court largely refers to Korea and its court life. Play of the 
Dolphins is in a sense mid-ocean music and the sound of the psalteries [zithers] suggests the 
movement of waves and the dancing of dolphins. Lotus is a tribute to Buddhism, a 'temple' 
piece. In Sequoia's Shade refers to California, particularly to its colonial days. The fifth 
movement, Netzahualcoyotl Builds a Pyramid (an homage to Carlos Chávez), looks to Mexico 
and Netzahualcoyotl, the Aztec emperor, a king of great wisdom and goodness. From the 
Dragon Pool [seventh movement] refers to the Sinitic Area and particularly China in which the 
dragon is considered benevolent. 
“I have been told to try several of the ways in which I think classic Asian musics might of 
themselves, and together, evolve in the future, and have combined instruments of several 
ethnics directly for musical expression. In composing Pacifika Rondo I have thought, with 
love, around the circle of the Pacific." 
 
 


